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Lamenting Concrete and Coke: Paul Bowles and Brion Gysin on the 

Changing Spaces of Postcolonial Morocco 

 

Of all the many expatriate writers to pass through Tangier during the twilight of the 

colonial era in Morocco – whose ranks include Tennessee Williams, Truman Capote, 

William S. Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, and Joe Orton, among others – Paul Bowles and 

Brion Gysin took up residency the longest and made the greatest efforts to engage with 

the indigenous culture. Bowles, best known for his existentially toned novel The 

Sheltering Sky, lived in and engaged with the culture, events, and space of the Maghreb, 

particularly Morocco, with only short interruptions for over fifty years, from 1947 until 

his death in 1999. Gysin, most famous for the “cut up” experimental writing technique he 

pioneered with William Burroughs, was attracted to Tangier by the presence of Bowles 

and lived there for twenty-three years altogether1.  

 

The Morocco that Bowles and Gysin initially encountered was in the twilight stages of a 

half century of colonial rule. At the 1906 Algeciras Conference the European powers 

decided that France and Spain would assumer administrative control of Morocco; in 1912 

the French pressured the sultan to sign the Treaty of Fez, which established a 

protectorate, placing all executive power in the country, outside of the Spanish zones to 
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the north and southwest1, in the hands of the French2. Since the nineteenth century an 

international administration had been in place in Tangier, initially to manage public 

works; and in 1924 the Statute of Tangier extended the role and powers of this 

administration, granting each European state and the USA a share of the city’s 

management3. During the 1930s Tangier staggered economically like much of the rest of 

the world, though the Spanish Civil War raging on the other side of the Straits of 

Gibraltar provided a small economic stimulus4. It wasn’t until after the November 1942 

American landing in northern Morocco and the vast flow of troops and supplies through 

the area that followed it that Tangier began to be something of a boom town. Following 

the war the international population of Tangier doubled and the overall population almost 

doubled, rising from 100,000 in 1946 to 185,000 in 1956, as a result of the almost total 

lack of economic regulation and the laissez faire attitude towards personal conduct that 

prevailed under the international administration of the city5. Tangier took on quasi-

mythic dimensions in the imagination of the early Cold War era. As Brian Edwards 

writes in his Morocco Bound: Disorienting America’s Maghreb, from Casablanca to the 

Marrakech Express:  

 

 

To most Americans in the 1950s, the city of Tangier conjured up images of 

excess. From about 1946, when Woolworth heiress Barbara Hutton outbid 

Generalissimo Franco to purchase a complex of twenty-eight neighboring houses 

                                                
1 Spain had held possession of a number of small coastal settlements, most notably Ceuta and Melilla, since 
the earlier age of colonization during which the Maghreb had been divided into Spanish and Portuguese 
zones of control and gained a claim to the Ifni territory, on the Atlantic coast across from the Canary 
Islands, following a brief war with Morocco in 1860 (Nelson 39).  
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in the Kasbah (where she lived occasionally, alternatively throwing extravagant 

parties and distributing munificent amounts of charity), until late 1959, when the 

former International Zone was finally fully absorbed into Morocco three years 

after the nation’s independence (and what foreign capital remained left overnight, 

along with many of the expats), Tangier had a special place in the American 

imagination. ‘Tangier has won the awe-stricken interest of the outside world,’ 

Raoul Simpkins wrote in the Atlantic in 1950. ‘Everybody’s no man’s land’ . . . 

‘boom town’ . . . ‘anything goes’ . . . ‘free-wheeling’ . . . ‘an earthly paradise’ . . . 

“outlandish’ . . . ‘a booby prize’ . . . ‘a glorious “Lost World”’ . . . ‘queer 

megalomania’ – the phrases used to describe Tangier mixed easy superfluity and 

lack, a surplus of dissoluteness. The excesses of Tangier that fascinated were 

financial, sexual, social, and governmental6. 

 

 

Greg Mullins notes in his Colonial Affairs: Bowles, Burroughs, and Chester Write 

Tangier, for the expatriate authors who lived there Tangier was a liminal place, “a city 

apart from the world; on the edge of a continent, overlooking two oceans, caught between 

Africa and Europe, between Islam, Judaism, and Christianity, Tangier was a place where 

nations, languages, and cultures could mix promiscuously,”7 and thus, given the 

possibilities of acceptance/tolerance opened up by this radical heterogeneity,  they could 

there conceive of and live out different ways of being, particularly in terms of their 

sexuality and drug use.  
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But the seeds of the dissolution of this raucous, libertarian International Zone had been 

sown before the boom years of the late forties and early fifties even began. The Atlantic 

Charter had fueled dreams of an independent Morocco, as did the private meeting 

between Franklin Roosevelt, Churchill, and the sultan of Morocco at the 1943 Casablanca 

Conference, during which the latter was led to believe that the United States would 

eventually support Morocco’s claims for independence in exchange for support of the 

U.S. war effort8. In August 1953 France deposed the Sultan Mohammed V, who had been 

agitating for an end to French colonial rule, shipping him off in exile to Madagascar and 

replacing him with the more pro-French Moulay Ben Arafa9. This served to fuel the 

Istiqlal and violent riots and protests broke out again and again throughout the country, as 

is dramatized in Bowles’s novel The Spider’s House (1955). This civil unrest continued 

to mount, with the result that in 1955 the French returned Mohammed V to Morocco and 

reinstated him on the throne10. Negotiations between France and Morocco continued, and 

on March 2, 1956 France officially recognized Moroccan independence11. 

 

Though neither of them could, in all good conscience, express a direct preference for the 

colonical order in Morocco, both Bowles and Gysin tended to see postcolonial 

permutations in the culture of Morocco in a negative light, as a product of the ruinous 

influence of a commodity consumption and mass-production-driven Westernization 

destined to rob the region of its authentic/traditional character. In the work of each writer 

poured concrete buildings and Coca-Cola are represented as increasingly dominating the 

space of Morocco; these two things take on weighty symbolic overtones, coming to stand 

metonymically for the process of Westernization itself. 
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On November 18, 1956 all of Morocco broke out in celebration of the Feast of the 

Throne, the official installation of the Sultan as the head of the new independent 

government. For its part the Tangier bottling plant gave out 1,000 free cases of Coca Cola 

to the crowd, taking the occasion as an opportunity to spread a taste for their product and 

connect the new regime to the new politics of democracy through/as globalized mass 

production and consumption12. Bowles didn’t see the proliferation of this all-American 

beverage very rosily. Both of his North African novels written after the establishment of 

the Coke franchise in Morocco feature the beverage as a symbol of American cultural 

imperialism and neocolonial economic control, what others have referred to as “Coca-

Colonization”13. In both Let it Come Down and The Spider’s House Coca-Cola appears 

again and again14. A character in The Spider’s House describes the cola-based cocktail 

consumed by Si Jaffar, an older, pro-Western Moroccan, as “one of your ghastly 

American drinks”15. The Spider’s House figures consumption of Coca Cola as a sign of 

the Westernization of the young men who make up the independence movement (the 

disjunction between these figures and traditional, authentic Moroccan way of life is a key 

theme for Bowles) and as a sign of the penetration of vapid American consumer culture 

into the farthest corners of the world. In the form of Coca Cola advertisements American-

style consumer capitalism comes to stand out physically upon the space of Morocco. For 

Morocco’s expatriates in Let it Come Down this is seen as a scandalous ruin of the 

untainted quaint oriental exoticness of the Moroccan landscape: “It was generally 

conceded that Coca-Cola’s advertising was ruining the picturesqueness of Morocco”16. 

But for young Moroccans such as the prostitute Hadija, on the other hand, the 

Americanness of Hollywood films and Coca Cola provides an attractive alternative to 
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traditional Moroccan life. Ironically named after the first of Muhammed’s wives, the 

successful merchant who made his fortune and was the world’s first convert to Islam, 

(K)hadija does her hair in poor imitation of a Hollywood starlet and invariably chooses 

Coca Cola over the alcoholic beverages consumed by those who lust after her, Dyar and 

the lesbian Eunice Goode17. 

 

As Bowles presents it, Moroccans will lose their culture to the mediocrity of standardized 

consumption. Any major divergences from the traditional practices which make Morocco 

what, for him, it is Bowles sees in distinctly unsavory terms. What he fails to see is how 

Coca Cola might serve to fill a legitimate niche in the culture of the Maghreb. For 

generations men in the area have been gathering socially over drinks; under the influence 

of the colonial regime, this took on the form of a widespread café culture. Due to Islam’s 

prohibition against the consumption of alcoholic beverages and the familiarity of 

Maghreb natives with sweet drinks due to the longstanding institution of drinking sugary 

mint tea (the de facto regional beverage), Coke found a natural market for itself in the 

Maghreb. His fixation upon the folkloric and traditional as the be all and end all of 

authentic Moroccan culture doesn’t allow Bowles to envision any kind of happier aspect 

to the proliferation of Coca-Cola in the Maghreb. 

 

Conflict in Brion Gysin’s novel The Process also revolves around the encroachments of 

an order of things - represented as shallow, Western, capitalist, and defined by industrial 

mass production - upon a Morocco for which Gysin goes to great pains to establish a 

historical pedigree, pointing out, for instance, strains of Vandal ancestry among the 
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Berbers and ascribing Punic origins to the practices of a Riffian religious brotherhood18. 

Nostalgia for a bygone Tangier/Morocco permeates the text, and this nostalgia manifests 

itself particularly as feelings of loss regarding the social space of the Morocco of the 

French and International Zones. Though this nostalgia is expressed by most of the major 

narrators through whose perspectives the sections of The Process are filtered, it is 

especially prevalent in the chapter narrated by the native Moroccan, Hamid, who laments 

the disappearance of French institutions such as French trains and the legal zoning that 

allowed him to make money as a smuggler19. The placing of this regret within the lips of 

a postcolonial Moroccan character has much in common with the representational logic 

of postbellum Southern writers who had their ex-slave characters issue laments for the 

lost plantation system.  

 

What has replaced this wistfully remembered colonial Morocco is a space of 

standardized, cookie-cutter consumption and bald, functional utility evinced in repeated 

complaints regarding poured concrete buildings: “we were under siege in a terrible 

poured-concrete hotel,” also “[w]e were so sick of those poured-concrete shells they call 

hotels all over modern Africa that we asked for an old-fashioned place,” and “he invited 

us into his own poured-concrete villa, which stood out like an eyesore in the landscape of 

pure white-washed cube-houses surrounded by sand”20. Bowles, along the same lines, 

figures modernization as a form of violation, manifested particularly in the appearance of 

concrete buildings amongst the cityscapes of Morocco. Concrete structures have existed 

in the Maghreb since the Romans began building them before the time of Christ, but for 

Bowles concrete design represents the triumph of function over aesthetic appeal, of 
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standardization over architectural uniqueness. In this he fails to see anything like the 

positive operation of a populist democratizing impulse, a practical way of trying to meet 

the needs of the postcolonial Maghreb’s rapidly expanding and urbanizing population. 

Again and again in Let it Come Down concrete structures are used to evoke what is 

presented as the increasing tawdriness and Westernization of Tangier. In the article “The 

Worlds of Tangier,” first published in the March 1958 issue of Holiday magazine, 

Bowles writes: 

 

 

Although the people who love Tangier sometimes feel as though there were a 

conspiracy afoot to make it the most hideous place on earth, actually such a 

project would prove extremely difficult. With the exception of a few corners of 

the Medina, where the old Moorish architecture has not yet been improved upon, 

there is nothing left to spoil. And even when the veil has been removed from the 

face of the last woman to wear one, so she can do her shopping sporting a rayon-

satin evening gown four sizes too large for her, and the final old house with a 

fortress-like façade and one great studded door is demolished to make room for a 

six-family concrete dwelling with fluorescent lighting in every room, the town 

will still look much the same. 

With everything old being systematically destroyed (and the new 

European buildings are almost without exception eyesores, while the ones the 

Moroccans put up are even worse), how is it that Tangier escapes becoming an 

aesthetic nightmare?21 
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Bowles’s use of the veiled woman in the market turned rayon-clad woman in the market 

to stand synecdochically for the Moroccan population at large is noteworthy, as the veiled 

woman has served as a trope for the exoticism of Orientalism, the supposed 

inscrutableness and alluringly severe misogyny of the East, for centuries. His reference to 

the market here also shows how the notion of a hyperactive space of commercial 

exchange was central to his overall vision of the social space of Morocco. 

 

The perception of the space of Morocco as drab and Americanized is also evoked by the 

qualities Gysin repeatedly attributes to Coca Cola, ala Bowles, in The Process22. Perhaps 

the most notable of these is a scatological reference to “Caca-Culo” (“shit-butt”) in a 

passage lamenting Westernization as a corrupting influence that denatures young 

indigenous men from the country:  

 

 

in all the backcountry of Africa, of all the world; in from the desert, out of the 

bush and down from the hills, millions of young princes in rags are marching 

forever toward town with their shoes in their hands. City lights dazzle their eyes 

as they march up to a jukebox. Neon flickers, music rocks and as three bottles of 

Caca-Culo are poured into them, they turn into toads23.  

 

 

The use of the passive voice here is telling: young Africans are being transformed sans 

individual agency by a global mass culture that renders them toadlike.  
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Reflecting back in 1979 on the pre-Coca Cola colonial Morocco that he had formed such 

an attachment to during his days living in Tangier’s International Zone, Gysin lamented, 

“what luck that I lived before that whole magic world dissolved and disappeared like a 

morning mist and the magnificent Middle Ages were gone forever”24. He expressed the 

same feeling of wistful longing in an August 1975 interview, sighing “We lived until 

1956 in a dream” (translation mine)25. Asked by the poet John Giorno in 1966 why he 

continued living in a Morocco that had come to disgust him in many different ways, 

Bowles responded that “a gong rang twenty-five years ago and we can still hear the 

timbre and resonance”26. It might be argued that Bowles’s move away from a kind of 

naturalist fiction depicting contemporary social realities in the Maghreb to a mode of 

storytelling heavily inflected by the fabulistic conventions of Moroccan oral narrative 

marked a way of evading the aspects of the new Morocco that he found so unpalatable, 

seeking refuge in the folk culture of the region as a form of anodyne to these postcolonial 

social permutations. But either way, the complaints of Bowles and Gysin regarding the 

quotidian culture of the changing Maghreb serve to mask a nostalgia for a fondly 

remembered colonial order and the privileges of social status, buying power, and access 

to sex that it afforded to the Western resident of Morocco. 
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